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INTRODUCTORY LECTURE
OF

DR. BASHAM,
ON THE

STUDY OF THERAPEUTICS.

THE science of therapeutics constitutes,
perhaps, the most important branch of medi.
cal education, whether we regard its in.
fluence over the welfare of the patient, 01

the difliculty of acquiring a competentknow-
ledge of it after the practitioner has suc-

ceeded in diagnosticating a disease. It has
been said, that the task of treating it is easy ;
but this is a most erroneous opinion, as may
be made evident by a little reflection. The

operations of medicines upon the human
frame, in the state of health and in the state
of disease, form a distinct class of physio-
logical facts, and an acquaintance with them
cannot be obtained by any reasoning &agrave; priori.
Accurate and patient observation, as well
as cautious experiments, have ben the only
successful means of bringing them to light.
How much labour, how much anxiety, how
much ingenuity, has been expended in eli-

citing these valuable truths, can only be
ascertained by an attentive perusal of the
records of the healing art; and I am led to
think that a slight sketch of the efforts of
our predecessors in this field of investiga-
tion may not form an inappropriate intro-
duction to this course of lectures. It is
obvious that the science of medicine con-
sists of two great divisions,&mdash;1st, That which
is subservient to diagnosis ; 2nd, That sub-
servient to therapeutics. The first division
has experienced no lack of culture in the
present age, either in these islands or on
the continent. The study of pathology with
living and with dead subjects has been so
actively pursued, and the chemistry of

organic substances so assiduously cultivat-
ed, that ample means have been supplied
wherewithal the judgment wight form a

sound diagnosis in the majority of diseases;
but as regards therapeutics, the prospect is
not so flattering. Owing to the unhappy
error I have just alluded to, that of suppos-
ing our task finished when a good diagnosis
has been formed, less of the energy of pro-
fessional intellect has been directed to the
culture of the field of Therapeia than its
real importance demands. The fascination
which Genius exercises over ordinary intel-
lects may, in some measure, account for the
fashion which has thus prevailed in the pre-
ference of the study of internal and external
pathology over that of the art of treatment ;
for who can peruse, without delight, the
speculations of a Magendie, a Breschet, a
Laennec, a Broussais, a Dupuytren, a Hodg-
son, a Prout, a Cooper, or an Abernethy?
The conduct of the student, however, who

stops short at the bourne of therapeutics, is

as irreconcileable with reason as would be
that of a general who, having ascertained
the position and force of his enemy, should
neglect to employ or procure the means of
resisting him. This interesting field of in.
quiry has not, however, been entirely with.
out cultivators. The researches of a Cullen,
of a Murray, a Duncan, a Christison, and
several others, have thrown light upon many
points of this extensive subject, and have
furnished us with numerous data which
will aid us in reconstructing this science
upon a philosophic basis.

It will be my endeavour, in my future
prelections, not merely to give you a barren
enumeration of the remedial agents employ-
ed in the different branches of our art, but
also to supply you with principles which
may safely guide you in their selection,
combination, and adaptation to the various
pathological conditions of the human frame.
That you will favour me with your best
attention I have no doubt, when you reflect
how much your usefulness to your fellow
men, and consequent success in life, depends
upon an accurate acquaintance with this
subject.
A retrospect of the history of remedies

would furnish us with lamentable evidence
of the influence which the ignorance,
knavery, and superstition of mankind have
exerted over the progress of the true science
ofmateria medica. So many circumstances
interfere with the operation of medicines,
that it is always difficult to arrive at the
true causes to which any changes may be
due ; and there is certainly no branch of
natural science which requires such careful
and patient induction in rising to principles
as this of ours. lVe need, therefore, the
less wonder that in less enlightened times
mere coincidences have been mistaken for
permanent facts, and that injurious theories
have proved to be mere hypotheses. I shall,
therefore, in my course, talie especial pains
to point out to my young friends the compli-
cation of causes which form obstacles in
our attempts at generalising upon effects of
medicinal agents, and the multitudinous fal-
lacies which want of caution in our reason-
ing has produced.
The effects of medicines are controlled by

the numerous varieties of constitution, by
age, by habit, by climate ; and without great
vigilance and acuteness on the part of the
observer, the results may give rise to appa-
rently conflicting data.
How various, for example, are the effects

upon different individuals of mercury and
opium, or even upon the same individual at
different ages and under different circum-
stances ? In one case, the largest doses of
mercury, frequently repeated, may fail to

produce ptyalism. In another, the most
unexpected and disagreeable effects are

produced by a single grain of this mineral.
The influence of idiosyncracy and of various
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pathological conditions on the powers of of medicine, as of the other sciences, have
opium, is not less remarkable. In one pa- arisen from an ignorance of the proper mode
tient, it acts as the calmest of sedatives ; in of conducting the operations of the under-
another, it produces delirium and fever. standing. Thus we find, in every page, eBi-
The B aryinf; effects of vinous and fermented deuces of the mental vices of credulity, scep-
liquors must be familiar even to common ticism, superstition, false generalisation, de-
observers. Equally fluctuating are the ef- votionto authority, whether of names or of
fects arising from the operation of other habit, inaccurate observation, rash inference,
medicinal agents. &c. But to these innate defects of the

If such difficulties are to be surmounted, human mind, considered as causes of evil
if so much patient investigation is demand- to the advancement of the healing art, may
ed, can we wonder at the futile labours of be added certain moral accidents, such as&mdash;
the empiric who, in total ignorance of the ambiguity of nomenclature, the neglect of
real nature of his nostrum, as well as of the botany, the vagaries of the chemists, the
powers of the human constitution, with a influence of climate and season on diseases,
daring hand interferes with the most deli- as well as on remedies, c. B.c.
cate yet powerful machinery.’ Yet, in spite I I now proceed briefly to enumerate some
of reason, and even of bitter experience, the of the errors arising from the causes I have
impudent pretender to mysticism has, in all just detailed, and I would suggest one ex-
ages of the world, been eminently success- planation, as a moral deducible from a con-
ful in transmuting his base pretensions into sideration of these errors. If men of such
"golden opinions." This credulity, by open- undoubted powers as those writers were

ing a road to wealttt for the unprincipled have committed these mistakes, how much
mountebank, has of course always been a more cautious ought we to be who have no
cause of discouragement to the genuine reason to consider ourselves as extraordi-
students ; and the royal road of imposture is, nariiy endowed.
unfortunately, too seductive to the weak- It would itol be unamusing. perhaps, to
ness of our human nature not to be prefer- trace the it fiuence of superstition over the
red, in many instances, to the laborious and progress of our art. The efl’ects of this
ascending path by which alone true science mental imbecility are traceable in very early
can he attained. This has operated as a times, as is evident from the priestcraft of
poteut cause in the retardation of the pro- Egypt, of India, and of Greece. In all

gress of materia medica. Whether the Le- these countries a knowledge of medicine

gislature may be induced, by the increased was made an instrument for enslaving the
lights of the age, to establish a compulsory minds of the people. Dr. Paris truly states,
ordeal for every candidate who, under any " That there is au rznaacauutable propen-
denomination, proposes to medicate the sity in the human mind, unless subjected to
bodies of his fellow subjects, or whether it a very long course of discipline, to indulge
shall remain in a criminal apathy to the cry- in the belief of what is improbable and su-
ing evils we have alluded to, the dttty of the pernatural; and this is, perhapn, more CO.1-

conscientious student is unchanged; ita spicuous with respect to physic than to

must, with unflagging industry, seek for any other affair of common life, both be.-

knowledge from every source, and thus cause the nature of diseases and the mode
augment his power as an agent of good to i of curing them are more obscure, and be-
his fellow mortals, cause disease necessarily awakens fear, and

In the early stages of society, the medi- fear and ignorance are the natural parents
cal practitioner was simply a "culler of of superstition."
simples," and’va.s necessarily guided in his Every disease, the cause of which was at
prescriptioris by the dictates of an empiri- all obscure, has been attributed to the wrath
cal experience. In this state of knowledge, of Heaven, or to the resentment of some

. though his power would be extremely invisible demon, or to a malignant aspect of
limited, yet so long as he confined himself the stars; hence the introduction of a crowd
to a strict method of induction in reasoning o{ useless remedies as expiations to the
from the scattered facts, thus collected, his offended dieties. Such was the motive

science, if such it could be called, would be which induced Arabian physicians to intro-
genuine. But, unfortunately, to proceed duce the precious stones into the materia
thus quietly and legitimately in the march medica ; and De Boot seriously states that
towards knowledge, was not the destiny of their beauty and value render these bodies
the human mind. Numerous impulses, act- well adapted as receptacles for benerolellt
ing in various directions, moved the reason spirits.
of our predecessors from the right path, The precious stones were first used as
and materials, fitted to construct the eternal amulets, and were subsequently employed
temple of truth, were perverted to the erec- as internal remedies. Every substance to

tion of monstrous fabrics of error. which any mystery could be attached has
A perusal of the ancient medical records ever been eagerly applied to the purposes

will soon convince the inquirer, that the of medicine, from a current belief that its

great causes of retardation in the progress existence was, in some way, connected with
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t’.re agency of supernatural power. Soranus, than a culpable neglect of their duty, shall
the cotemporary of Galen, tells its that huney we attribute the supineness of onr Legi,,Iit.
was an etiicient remedy for the aphth&aelig; of ture, unless, indeed, to v belief that quackery
children, and nravely refers its virtues to affords a safety-valve for the villainy of the
the fact of its having been taken from bees community ?
that hived near the tomb of Hippocrates. Even amongst intelligent members of out’
Even the salutary properties of many herbs own profession, we are occasionally sur-

were ascribed to the planet under whose in- prised with such assertions as that colchi-
fluciiec they were collected, and the symbol cum is a specific in rheumatism, and mer-
of that planet which imparted to the medi- cury a specific in syphilis. But these un-
cine its efficacy, was, by the old physicians, founded dogmata are fancies of the same
placed at the head of their prescriptions. type with those of the humoralists, the
In fact, the letter R, now considered as an vitalists, or the mechanists, whose dis-
abbreviation of the word rocipe, is a relict of ciples implicitly followed the system taught
of the astronomical symbol of Jupiter. by their masters. In the present day,

Dr. Basham related many other examples indeed, many of the injurious causes

of superstition. He then produced a dia- already alluded to, are in constant opera-
gram of the various signs employed by the tion. The existence of a belief that mcdi-
atchemists and chemists,and fully explained cines can exert a specific virtue on particu-
them. He gave a full and clear account of lar diseases, that is, that they may act as
the various speculations of the alchemists direct antidotes or discutients, is far from
and earlier chemists, and illustrated, in a uncommon.

vein of keen ridicule, the inconsistency and The history of popular remedies during
avarice of those mistaken investigators, the last fifty years, would show the previt-
whose conduct, it is to be feared, is too faith- lence of this sophism. The Duke of Port-
ful a symbol of that of our race in general. land’s powder for gout, a combination of

The superstition of the alchemist (said bitters, was succeeded by the eau mcdi-
the lecturer), was, in truth, not less gross cinalc; and this has been supplanted by the
than that of-tlre most ignorant of the ancients, preparations of the colchicum autumnnale,
but we find,in all ages, that credulity,&mdash;which which now reigns paramount, ratlwr de
Dr. Paris distinguishes from superstition, as facto than de jure. Hydrocyanic acid has
being an unbounded belief in what is possi- been at the height of the fashion, as long as
ble, while superstition is a belief in what biacksitk stocks. It is considered a specific
is repugnant to the laws of the physical in phthisis, and other pulmonary affections,
and moral world,&mdash;is a far greater source of especially in hoopiug-cough. Belladonna
error than superstition ; for the latter must has been lauded as a specific in scarlet
be more limited in its influence, and can fever; and creosote is said to produce mira-
exibt only, to any considerable extent, in the cnlous effects in almost every affection of
most ignorant portion of society ; whereas the alimentary eanal. Strychnine, not long
the former diffuses itself through the minds since in high repute, is now only retnetn-

of all classes, by which means the dignity bered by the mischief its administration
of science is degraded, and its labours con- effected ; and who can have forgotten the
founded with the pretensions of empiricism. cart-load doses of carbonate of iron, sho-
Credulity is not characteristic of any parti- velled into the alimentary receptacle, by a
culur age or country. England, however, popular physician, in almost every form of

has, by a distinguished German physician, malady?
been named the " paradise of quacta," and, Now, without disputingthe value of these
I fear, with great similitude of truth ; for in remedies under certain circumstances, I do
what other country have the &eacute;lite of fashion protest against the false theories, in obedi-
been seen to crowd round a notorious quack, ence to which they have been administered.
and to exert their influence to propel the The real powers of medicines have been
sale of his nostra, nay, even to screen him overlooked in some cases, exaggerated in
from justice ? In what other country has a others ; and it is by considering remedies in
wholesale vendor of gamboge bullets, whose relation to particular forms of disease, in-
agents have been repeatedly convicted of stead of in reference to their action upon
manslaughter, been enabled to realise a for- the system in general, that these errors have
tune almost equal to that of our firstnobles? arisen. It is by attributing the cure of a
In what other country, Christian or profane, disease to the direct effect of the remedy,
do the columns of the daily and weekly instead of to its indirect eflect through its
journals exhibit such disgusting exhibitions influence on other organs, that false views
of obscenity and ignorance, as the adver- are adopted. Thus, it is contended that in
tisements of our quacks display ? In what phthisis hydrocyanic acid acts directly in
other country do the members of the Govern- modifying the tubercular deposition, instead
ment considei the paltry revenue derivable of, by its sedative property, in diminishing
from the sale of stamps for quack medicine, the action of the heart and arteries, and thus
a sufficient excuse for jeopardising the lives controlling the action of the pulmonary
of the community ? To what other cause, capillaries.
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Turning our eyes from the past to the fu-
ture, let us hope that the triumph of empi-
ricism is drawing to its close, and that the
thousands of inquiring minds now pursuing
science in the right road, may so enlighten
our race that even the by-lanes and moun-
tain-paths of medicine may be improved.
Chemistry has done wonders for us by
assisting 113 in our inquisitions into the phe- 
nomena of life, as well as by furnishing us
with new powers of analysis in our simpli-
fication of remedies. Medical science, though
not susceptible of mathematical demonstra.
tion, is as capable of verification by induc-
tion as any other. 11’e may, therefores en-
tertain glowing hopes of its future progress.
When the true calculus shall be adopted we
may certainly count upon the abandonment
of old fallacious doctrines ; juggling mag-
netisers will no longer afford sport for the
intelligent public, or earn contempt for our
profession ; homoeopathy will be cleansed
from the absurdity of infinitesmal doses, and
the true principle upon which it is founded
will be admitted into the family of ascer.
tained truths.
From what chemistry has done already

for medicine, may we not infer great
achievements for the future? In the depart-
ment of vegetable analysis, an accuracy has
been obtained, the very attempt at which
had been abandoned in despair by the most
illustrious chemists of a former age. The
Royal Academiciaus of Paris, in their ana-
lysis of several hundred plants by the ope-
ration efheat, published by Geoffroy, failed
in establishing any distinction between the
most inert and the most poisonous plants ;
whilst the elegant researches in this branch
of science, recently conducted in the same

country, have succeeded in detecting and
separating several of their most subtle and
active ingredients. A number of these have
been arranged together under the title of
vegetable alkalies, from the common pro-
perty which they possess of neutralising
adds, and forming crystallisahle compounds,
analogous to the neutral salts. They differ
very much in their chemical composition
from the mineral alkalies, these being all
compounds of a metallic base with oxygen,
while the former are compounds of the usual
elements of vegetable matter.

Dr. Basham now entered into a minutedetail of the chemical and medical proper-
ties of the various alkaloids, which we re-
gret we have not space for. From these
triumphs of chemistry he drew the favour-
ahle inferences, already stated, as to the
future contributions of that science to the

healing art.
Having delivered these introductory re-

marks, the lecturer proceeded to sketch the
prospectus of his course, dividing his sub-
ject into four divisions :-

1. Pharmaceutical processes by which
remedies are rendered fit to be administered.

2. General principles of therapeutics.
3. Natural history of medicaments.
4. Theory of dietetics.

Having given his reasons for adopting this
arrangement of his subject, the Doctor en-
tered into many details and reasonings re-
garding each division, and having afforded
some excellent advice to the pupils consti-
tuting his auditory, touching the moral prin-
ciples which should actuate their conduct
as students and as practitioners, concluded
with a very appropriate peroration.

RECLAMATION OF DR. GRANVILLE.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.
SIR :&mdash;The appearance of a review of Dr.

Roe’s work on hooping-cough, in your Num-
ber for Sept. 22, and certain remarks of the
reviewer, respecting the use of prussic acid
in that disease, which would lead one to be-
lieve that lie is imperfectly acquainted with
what has been done in this country with that
powerful medicine, render it necessary (in
order to protect my professional interest),
that I should set the reviewer right, while,
at the same time, I expose a most glaring
attempt of the author reviewed, to set aside
the labours and claims of another, through
misrepresentation and the suppression of
facts.

It is a principal and avowed object of Dr.
Roe’s publication to induce his readers to
believe, that before its appearance the medi-
cal profession could have known nothing, or
very little, of the efficacy of prussic acid in
hooping-cough ; and that he, Dr.Roe, ought
henceforward to be looked upon as the indi-
vidual to whom we are to be indebted for
this valuable therapeutical discovery. The

preface, the introduction, and parts of the
text of Dr. Roe’s volume, contain palpable
insinuations of that pretension,&mdash;a pretension
which, to judge by some remarks in your
Journal, seems to have deceived even the
able reviewer of that work.
The reviewer’s words are these :-" It

has already been observed, that the chief
object of the work before us, is to recom.
mend the use of hydrocyanic acid in the
treatment of hoopiug-cough. Accordingly,
Dr. Roe details several cases, in which that
remedy was employed with manifest ad-
vantage. The results of his experience, &c.
c.......are such as to warrant a trial of
this powerful remedy in all cases in which
it is applicable, and we trust that a 2?io)-e
extended experience will confirm the high
euloginm pronounced upon it by Dr.
Roe."

Now, Sir, the task which I propose to

myself in my present communication, is to

prove that Dr. Roe’s pretension i.,: vain, iin-
fair, and unfounded. Vuin, because it im-
plies a superiority of knowledge above the
rest of the profession, which is not substau-


